ABSTRACT This paper presents the SmartSocial Dataset which describes 1,826 Facebook users with lots of details, including their connections and their interactions (e.g., posts, likes, and comments). We first present a detailed analysis of descriptive and network characteristics of the SmartSocial Dataset to provide evidence for its representativeness. Afterward, we analyze the relationship between social and behavioral characteristics of SmartSocial Dataset users and Benford's Law as well as Dunbar's Number, to test whether Facebook has the power to change natural (Benford) and anthropological (Dunbar) laws. We find that Facebook's features are aligned with the Benford's Law but redefine the way how Dunbar's Number is calculated. Finally, we demonstrate how those findings could help researchers and business practitioners who collect Facebook data sets in a way to indicate whether there is serious sampling problem with the data set they collected.
I. INTRODUCTION
Online social networks (OSNs) are among few technologies which have had the most significant impact on society, governments and businesses during the last decade. Although their proliferation is hugely based on technical advancements such as Internet infrastructure becoming available (and affordable) to more than a half of mankind as well as rapid penetration of smartphones, the social perspective of OSNs was, and still is, one of the primary drivers for the development of this new technology.
Golbeck [1] even went a step further and demonstrated that Benford's Law, a general law that describes characteristics of naturally occurring systems, applies to some social and behavioural features of users in OSNs. Golbeck's finding means that not only technical and social forces are driving the evolution of OSNs, but what makes OSNs strong as a technology is the fact that they develop according to natural laws. This paper builds on the foundation set by Golbeck and provides further evidence that today's most significant OSN -the Facebook -conforms to the Benford's Law to a significantly larger extent than initially demonstrated by Golbeck. While Golbeck in her analysis considered only connections among Facebook users (i.e., Facebook friendships), we use the far more rich and detailed Facebook dataset which includes information not only about connections between Facebook users but information about their interactions (e.g., posts, likes, comments) as well. Consequently, Golbeck was able to analyse only social features of Facebook, while we can analyse both social and behavioural. Therefore, the first contribution of this paper is an extension of Golbeck's theory that Facebook's social features are aligned with the Benford's Law by showing that Facebook's behavioural features conform to the same law as well.
Dunbar [2] , on the other hand, performed research from the anthropological perspective and analysed cognitive limit on a size of the group of people with whom a person can maintain a stable social relationship. He found a correlation between the size of an average human brain's neocortex and social group sizes, and defined that the cognitive constraint to the number of individuals humans can maintain social relationships with is around 150. However, Wellman [3] claims that OSNs disrupted the theory behind the Dunbar's Number and that people in the OSN era have more close ties than people in past generations. Therefore, the second contribution of this paper is the confirmation of Wellman's theory that people who regularly use Facebook changed the limits defined by the Dunbar's Number.
Taking all described, the research question analysed in this paper is the following: ''Does Facebook have the power to change natural and anthropological laws?'' We will show that Facebook, as one of the most influential technologies of today, does not change, but conform to natural laws and demonstrate that through analysis of the connection between Facebook and the Benford's Law. However, we will also show that Facebook has the power to change a way how people live their lives and demonstrate that through analysis of the connection between Facebook and the Dunbar's Number.
The primary motivation behind this research is to provide guidelines for validation of experimental Facebook datasets. Collecting representative OSN datasets is a challenging process both due to technical and privacy issues. Not only application programming interfaces (APIs) of the majority of today's largest OSNs are very restrictive on the scope of information one can access about individual OSN users, but very often that scope varies between individual users because they can adjust it through her/his privacy settings. Consequently, the result of the OSN data collection is usually a massive amount of unstructured data where, even if the data pre-processing is done meticulously, it is difficult to determine whether the sample of data collected significantly deviates from regular patterns or not. We will show how our insights about the relationship between experimental Facebook dataset characteristics and Benford's Law as well as Dunbar's Number could help researchers who collect Facebook datasets in a way to indicate whether there is serious sampling problem with the dataset they collected.
Our findings are based on the analysis of the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' we collected through the Facebook API in 2015. The ''SmartSocial Dataset'' contains very detailed data on profile descriptions of 1,826 Facebook users, including information about their connections (i.e., Facebook friendships) as well as their interactions (e.g., posts, likes, comments). In this paper, we will first provide evidence about the representativeness of the ''SmartSocial Dataset,'' and afterwards, we will analyse the connection between various social and behavioural characteristics of the Facebook users in the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' and Benford's Law as well as Dunbar's Number. Therefore, the third contribution of this paper is an extension of the experimental Facebook dataset portfolio with the ''SmartSocial Dataset,'' which is in more details described in the Appendix and available online for download and usage by scientists and business practitioners.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the background and related work by providing more details on theories behind Benford's Law and Dunbar's Number. In Section 3 the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' collection process is described, as well a detailed descriptive and network statistics of the dataset provided. Section 4 demonstrates the application of Benford's Law and Dunbar's Number theories on the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' and studies whether Facebook has the power to change natural and anthropological laws. Section 5 elaborates the impact of findings and concludes the paper. FIGURE 1. TOP 10 social network sites worldwide as of August 2017, ranked by the number of active users (in millions) [5] , [6] .
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
We witness an exponential growth of the OSN-related data in the past few years. As it can be seen from the Fig. 1 , in 2017 Facebook has more than 2 billion monthly active users (what accounts for around half of worldwide Internet users) [4] , followed by WhatsApp, YouTube and Facebook Messenger who have more than a billion users [5] . Facebook, the largest and the most significant OSN, considerably impacts not just the way how we interact with our friends but also represents an important business tool (e.g., marketing channel) as well as a political platform (e.g., election campaign channel). Consequently, Facebook datasets are a very valuable resource.
In the same time, people on average spend more and more time using social media applications and, often unconsciously, generate vast amounts of data, providing researchers as well as business practitioners with challenges to search for patterns in such data and use their insights for new scientific findings or business decisions. One of the most interesting, and at the same time unusual patterns, is called the Benford's Law and deals with the distribution of first (leading) digits in naturally occurring systems. The other pattern, called the Dunbar's Number, deals with the regularities how people build their social circles.
A. BENFORD'S LAW (FIRST-DIGIT LAW)
When using the scientific notation, any positive number x may be written as S (x) * 10 k , where S (x) ∈ [1, 10) is the significand and k is an integer (called the exponent). The integer part of the significand is called the first (or leading) digit [7] . For example, number 300.71988 would be written as 3.0071988 * 10 2 in scientific notation. The significand is 3.0071988, the exponent is 2 and the leading digit is 3.
Benford's Law (also called the first-digit phenomenon, first-digit law, significant-digit law and leading-digit phenomenon) asserts that the digit 1 occurs with the probability 30.1% as the first digit in numbers describing the specific natural system, much higher than the expected 11.1% (i.e., one digit out of 9 possible). On the other hand, the digit 9 tends to occur less than 5% of the time. The significant digits follow an appropriate logarithmic distribution, with the probabilities decreasing monotonically between digits 1 and 9. A short article authored by the astronomer and mathematician Newcomb [8] is the first known reference to the logarithmic distribution of leading digits. In Newcomb's article, two important properties of the distribution of leading digits are described. The first critical observation is that all digits are not equally likely, and the second is perceiving the importance of scale [7] , [8] . Newcomb's discovery went mostly unnoticed in the 19th century, but after its rediscovery almost 60 years later it came to be known as the Benford's Law. Benford [9] supported the law with over 20,000 entries from 20 different datasets including chemical compounds, populations, rivers, areas, physical constants, mathematical sequences and even American League baseball statistics.
A set of numbers satisfies Benford's Law [7] , [9] for the leading digit (i.e., first significant digit -FSD) if the probability of observing a first significant digit of d is:
In (1), d is any digit from 1 to 9. Equation (1) can be generalized to cover second and subsequent significant digits. However, the difference in probability of occurrence is the most significant for the first significant digit.
Benford's Law can be recognized or applied in a wide class of data including mathematics and statistics (e.g., Fibonacci numbers, products of random variables), computer science (e.g., spotting duplicate entries in databases, most common iPhone passcodes), astronomy (e.g., distance of stars from Earth), economics (e.g., amounts in tax reports and company's financial statements) and many more [1] , [7] , [9] - [12] . From the perspective of this paper, we will focus on the application of Benford's Law within OSNs. The seminal paper in this area was published in 2015, where Golbeck [1] analysed social characteristics of five major OSNs (i.e., Facebook, LiveJournal, Google Plus, Twitter and Pinterest) and found numerous patterns which conform to Benford's Law [1] . As Golbeck managed to collect data not only about a number of friends but also about the number of posts for the two analysed OSNsTwitter and Pinterest -she was able to analyse behavioural characteristics of these two OSNs and found patterns which conform to Benford's Law again. In this paper, we use a far more rich and detailed Facebook dataset which includes information not only about connections between Facebook users but information about their various interactions (i.e., posts, likes, comments) as well. Consequently, we will confirm and extend Golbeck's theory that Facebook's social features are aligned with the Benford's Law by showing that Facebook's behavioural features conform to the same law as well.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the most comprehensive study of Facebook's properties from the Benford's Law perspective.
B. DUNBAR'S NUMBER (SOCIAL CIRCLES' LAW)
Dunbar [2] discovered that there is a cognitive constraint on a group size that depends on the volume of neural material available for processing and synthesising information on social relationships. Furthermore, Dunbar found a correlation between the size of an average human brain's neocortex and social group sizes. Consequently, the Dunbar's Number (postulate, law) was born, which defines that the cognitive limit to the number of individuals humans can maintain social relationships with is at 150.
By Dunbar [2] , [13] - [15] , and Zhou et al. [16] humans spontaneously form groups of preferred sizes organised in geometrical social circles, rather than a single or a continuous spectrum of group sizes. Dunbar's social circles are structured into a unique series of hierarchically inclusive layers that have a natural scaling ratio of approximately 3 (Fig. 2) . These layers reflect both interaction frequencies and emotional closeness and have values that approximate 5 (X ), 15 (Y ), 50 (Z ), 150 (W ), 500 (R), and in at last layer 1,500 (T ). Dunbar argues that humans can maintain stable social relationships with circles X (close friends), Y (friends), Z (acquaintances) and W (familiars), leading towards the cognitive limit of 150 individuals. FIGURE 2. Dunbar's social circles [13] .
The increased interest in studying communities on social networks appeared with the popularisation of OSNs. Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+ and Instagram, directly or indirectly, connect people from all over the world. The number of users of these networks is growing fast, and penetration reached 40 percent of the global population [6] . VOLUME 6, 2018 The extreme popularity and rapid growth of these networks have turned it into powerful media for exchanging views and influencing others. Consequently, Chua et al. [17] observed communities in the OSN era and identified three types of them. First, the traditional spatially-bounded areas (neighbourhoods) in which most people know each other. Second, communities of people with a shared interest, such as communities of people who love Game of Thrones. Third, personal communities such as close friends, friends, acquaintances, neighbours, kin and co-workers. Today, with the general global acceptance of OSNs we have a shift in perception from spatially-defined communities to relationally-defined communities (i.e., personal communities). We can observe Dunbar's social circles as personal communities.
Wang and Wellman [18] and Rainie and Wellman [19] claim that heavy social media users have more close ties than people in past generations because social media platforms such as Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram, Twitter and Snapchat have increased the carrying capacity of relationships. According to them, technologies enable people to interact with individuals with whom they would otherwise have difficulty meeting in person. Consequently, OSNs not only service existing friendships but enable people to meet new individuals more efficiently and on a broader geographical scale. Today, with a smartphone, it is easy, simply, quickly and cheap to maintain large numbers of hardly known (or long-lost) ties on a friend list. Therefore, it is unlikely that the cognitive capacities of modern humans are limited to 150 meaningful relationships, as stated by Dunbar. Furthermore, Wellman [3] argues that the Dunbar's number is up through disagreeing with the Dunbar's claim that relationships are structured as a series of concentric circles of support, sympathy, affinity and activity that scale relative to each other by a factor of 3. He argues that relationships are not tiered because in reality relationships among individuals are more complicated than a situation that the closest layer only provides support while the next closest layer only provides sympathy. According to Wellman, different types of very close relationships provide different kinds of support, while some do not provide any support at all. Furthermore, clusters of relationships span over layers, as friends and relatives that range from very close to acquaintances often link with each other. Finally, clusters are interconnected as well, so that information and communication often flow among them.
In this paper, we provide confirmation of Wellman's theory that people who regularly use Facebook changed the limits defined by the Dunbar's Number.
III. DATASET AND COLLECTION METHODOLOGY
Our findings are based on the analysis of the ''SmartSocial Dataset''. Therefore, in this section, we will explain (i) how we collected the data; and (ii) provide evidence about the representativeness of the ''SmartSocial Dataset''.
''SmartSocial Dataset'' expands the experimental Facebook dataset portfolio as it is available online (http://sociallab. science/datasets) for download and usage by scientists and business practitioners. The contents of the dataset are in more details described in the Appendix.
A. SMARTSOCIAL DATASET: COLLECTION
Over the last couple of years, Facebook is the world's leading social network whose number of active users surpassed 2 billion in 2017 (Fig. 3) . In April 2015, when the SmartSocial data collection was conducted, Facebook had 1.49 billion of monthly active users worldwide and it was the absolute market leader. Two applications were developed to conduct the data collection process (Fig. 4) . The first application, called ''NajFrend'' (i.e., ''BestFriend'' in Croatian), had a twofold role: (i) to survey Facebook users in order to get information about who their closest Facebook friends are; and (ii) to collect Facebook user access tokens for accessing profiles of surveyed users [22] . This application was a web application, but also a Facebook application, which means that users had to log into the application with their Facebook credentials and that they had to give specific Facebook permissions to the application. With these permissions, applications can make requests to the Facebook Graph API and collect Facebook data about the user. In the ''NajFrend'' survey, Facebook users were asked to classify their friends into three subgroups: close friends, friends, and acquaintances.
The second application, called ''SmartSocial Profiler'' is a part of the SmartSocial platform and has a functionality of fetching rich data from the Facebook Graph API, as well as storing raw data about Facebook users into text files [23] , [24] . Facebook user access tokens collected with the ''NajFrend'' application were used as the input in the ''SmartSocial Profiler'' application.
The survey was successfully filled by 1,826 Facebook users of the ''NajFrend'' application. 1 We refer to those Facebook users as to the core ''SmartSocial Dataset'' users. Consequently, the SmartSocial platform fetched almost 150GB raw Facebook user's data for 404,274 Facebook users. Such amount of data was collected because in the time of conducting the experiment the Facebook Graph API v1.0 was relevant, what enabled us not only to collect data about 1,826 Facebook users whose user tokens we had, but also an extensive data about all Facebook friends of 1,826 core ''SmartSocial Dataset'' users (the extent of accessible data for ''SmartSocial Dataset'' non-core users was, however, smaller than for core users and depended on their Facebook privacy settings). Consequently, the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' consists of data about 404,274 Facebook users who can be classified into two types:
• 402,448 non-core ''SmartSocial Dataset'' users. On 30th April 2015, Facebook migrated all applications to the Graph API v2.0, which is much more restrictive from the perspective of information that can be accessed via the API because Facebook gave people more control over the information they share with third-party applications. Consequently, after 30th April 2015, Facebook Graph API v1.0 became deprecated. This fact adds the unique value to the ''SmartSocial Dataset,'' because, to the best of our knowledge, it makes the dataset the newest experimental Facebook dataset with a rich set of information about Facebook users which was accessible through the Facebook Graph API v1.0.
B. SMARTSOCIAL DATASET: DESCRIPTIVE AND NETWORK STATISTICS
Out of 404,274 ''SmartSocial Dataset'' users, 243,029 (60.11%) users have published a birth year on their 1 All users who filled the survey have given their consent that their fetched Facebook data can be used for the purpose of scientific research. The dataset made available to public is anonymized, contains only quantitative data and represents only a small subset of all collected data, so the privacy of Facebook users who filled the survey is protected. ''SmartSocial Dataset'' contains extensive data about social features of each of 1,826 core users:
• basic ego-user profile data, such as name, gender and birth year;
• friends list (i.e., list of all ego-user's Facebook friends) and mutual friends lists (i.e., lists of Facebook friends that the ego-user has in common with each of users on his/her friends list; for each user in the ego-user's friend list). ''SmartSocial Dataset'' also contains very rich data about behavioural features of each of 1,826 core users:
• post feed, including status updates and links published by the ego-user and by others on ego-user's profile feed;
• photos the ego-user is tagged in or has uploaded. What makes the behavioural aspect of the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' especially valuable is the fact that the dataset does not only contain information about published posts, but information about other Facebook users' activities (i.e., likes and comments) on each of those posts as well.
A statistical overview of behavioural features of 1,826 core users in the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' between April 2014 and May 2015 is provided in Table 1 . It can be seen that there are 111,366 posts found on core users' feeds (made by either core ego-users themselves or by other Facebook users, The same descriptive data is available for statuses (a subset of the feed, as here only posts made by core ego-users are considered), uploaded photos (photos posted by core ego-users) and tagged photos (posted photos in which core ego-users are tagged). From comparing statistics in the ''feed'' and ''statuses'' categories, it can be seen that there are, on average, more likes per post in the ''feed'' category and more comments per post in the ''statuses'' category. This means that, on average, posts of other users on core users' profile feeds get more likes than posts of core users on their feeds, while the situation with comments is the opposite. Furthermore, from comparing statistics in the ''uploaded photos'' and ''tagged photos'' categories, it can be seen that there are, on average, slightly more likes per post (i.e., photo) in the ''tagged photos'' category, while the average number of comments per post is almost the same in both categories. This means that, on average, tagged photos in the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' trigger slightly higher Facebook user engagement than uploaded photos. Over all four post categories, the percentage of posts with like-engagement is around double the percentage of posts with comment-engagement. The highest relative engagement can be found in the ''tagged photos'' category, where 92.72% of these posts have at least one like and 45.02% of these posts have at least one comment.
After providing descriptive statistics for the ''SmartSocial dataset,'' let us move our focus on the network statistics. Here we will compare results of the social network analysis of five social networks. First two are social networks based on two real-world Facebook datasets:
• ''SmartSocial Dataset,'' the dataset presented in this paper; and
• ''Facebook-2011 Dataset,'' the original Facebook dataset comprising information about connections among 721 millions of Facebook users in May 2011 [25] . The other three are randomly generated social networks based on three theoretical social network models:
• ''Erdos-Renyi (ER) model,'' the most general random graph model where all networks with a fixed user set and with a fixed number of connections are equally likely [26] ;
• ''Bipartite Erdos-Renyi model,'' the specialization of the general ER model in form of a network whose users can be divided into two disjoint sets such that every connection links users from different sets [27] (this random model is interesting for the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' context as in the ''SmartSocial dataset'' we have 2 sets of users -core users and non-core users -with majority of links created between these two sets; and
' the random graph model where the typical distance between two randomly chosen users grows proportionally to the logarithm of the number of users in the network; many empirical networks show the small-world effect, such as the architecture of the Internet and gene networks [28] . The overview of crucial social network analysis metrics for described five social networks is given in Table 2 . In the remainder of the section, we will briefly elaborate the meaning of each metrics and compare values for ''SmartSocial Dataset'' social network with values for other social networks. Ultimately, we will show that our ''SmartSocial Dataset'' is generic enough to be a representative dataset for the OSN. This will be true if metrics of the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' are more similar to metrics of the ''Facebook-2011 Dataset'' than to metrics describing randomly generated networks (although some similarities with the Small World model are expected and welcomed, because the Small World model is much more closer to realworld social networks than a purely random Erdos-Renyi model).
Nodes (Nodes Represent Facebook Users):
Real-world networks have the number of nodes defined by the number of Facebook users in the corresponding datasets, resulting in 404,273 users for the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' social network and 721 million for the ''Facebook-2011'' social network.
Theoretical models are initialised so that the resulting social networks have the same number of nodes as there are users in the whole ''SmartSocial Dataset,'' including both core and non-core users (i.e., 404,273 users). 
Edges (Edges Represent Connections Between Nodes (i.e., Facebook Friendships)):
As already explained, the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' contains complete friendship information only about one subset of SmartSocial users (i.e., 1,826 core SmartSocial users), as there is a friends list available for each core user in the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' (Fig. 6) . On the other hand, the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' contains only partial friendship information about core users' first-level Facebook friends (i.e., 402,448 non-core SmartSocial users). The reason for that is the fact that from core user friends lists and mutual friends list it is possible to reconstruct only: (i) friendships between core users and their first-level Facebook friends (based on friends lists); and (ii) friendships between pairs of first-level Facebook friends only in a case when they both share same core user as a mutual friend (based on mutual friends lists). The whole ''SmartSocial dataset'' social network has 736,534 edges.
The other real-world social network, based on the ''Facebook-2011 Dataset,'' contains information about all Facebook users in May 2011 along with full information about all connections between Facebook friends. The ''Facebook-2011'' social network has 68.7 billion edges.
Numbers of edges in theoretical models which are initialised based on the ''SmartSocial Data'' input can be found in Table 2 .
Average Degree (The Average Degree Represents an Average Number of Facebook Friends): Within the whole ''SmartSocial Dataset'' social network the average degree is equal to 3.644 (as it takes into account full friend lists for 1,862 core SmartSocial users and only partial friend list for 402,448 noncore SmartSocial users). When observed only on the core SmartSocial users level (for which we have full friendship information), the average degree is 410.207. Overall, the average number of Facebook friends was 350, but users between 18 and 24 years tended to have significantly larger friend networks than older users, with the average number of friends in this age group being 649. As the majority (71%) of SmartSocial users are from the 18-24 age group, it is logical that the average degree for core SmartSocial users (i.e., 410) is slightly higher than the VOLUME 6, 2018
Facebook-US-2014 average (i.e., 350) and lower than the Facebook-US-2014 average for the 18-24 age group (i.e., 649). Furthermore, from Table 2 we can see that the global Facebook-2011 average was 190 friends and the Facebook-US-2011 average was 214, meaning that in 3 years period the average number of Facebook friends for US users has grown with a CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Rate) of 18%. If we assume the same growth rate was valid in period 2014-2015 as well, we can calculate that the average number of Facebook friends US users had in 2015 (when the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' collection took place) was 413, almost the same as the average degree for core SmartSocial users.
Average degrees in theoretical models which are initialised based on the ''SmartSocial Data'' input can be found in Table 2 . 
Degree Distribution (The Degree Distribution Represents the Distribution of the Number of Facebook Friends in the Social Network):
In Fig. 8 we can see a graphical representation of the degree distribution for core SmartSocial users, together with the overview of the most important statistical measures, including: (i) skewness (a measure of the asymmetry of a given distribution); (ii) kurtosis (a measurement about the extremities (i.e., tails) of the distribution and therefore indication of the presence of outliers); and (iii) Jarque-Bera measure (a goodness-of-fit test for a normal distribution) [31] , [32] .
We can see that values for skewness and kurtosis are 2.06 and 10.18, respectively. Consequently, for core SmartSocial users, the degree distribution is right-skewed with a high variance with heavier tails, same as in the case of ''Facebook-2011 Dataset'' (Table 2 ) [25] . The Jarque-Bera measure confirms that the distribution is not normal. Furthermore, minimum and maximum values are 35 and 2,544, meaning that at least one core user has only 35 Facebook friends and at least one core user has 2,544 Facebook friends in the friend list.
Additionally, a complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) for the SmartSocial core users' degrees is depicted in Fig. 9 . The CCDF at the degree d measures the probability of users who have degree d or greater. Degree distributions in empirical measurements of networks have often declared to follow power-law distributions [33] . In general, power-law distributions are plotted on double logarithmic axes. A straight line on a log-log plot is evidence for the existence of the power-law distribution. In our case, the observed distribution is not a straight line and we do not have a powerlaw distribution. Consequently, like in [25] and [34] we also conclude that strict power-law models are inappropriate for Facebook's degree distribution. After we have analysed the degree distribution characteristics for the core SmartSocial users, let us do the same analysis for the whole ''SmartSocial Dataset'' social network. In Fig. 10 we can see a graphical representation of degree distribution for the whole ''SmartSocial Dataset'' social network, together with the values for skewness and kurtosis which are 25.82 and 914.27, respectively. Consequently, we conclude that the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' social network degree distribution is right-skewed with a high variance with heavier tails, same as in the case of ''Facebook-2011 Dataset'' (Table 2) [25] . The Jarque-Bera measure confirms that the distribution is not normal. Degree distribution is also visualised through the CCDF on a log-log scale in Fig. 11 . It exhibits a substantial curvature, so we can conclude that whole ''SmartSocial Dataset'' social network degree distribution does not fit power-law models as well.
Degree distributions of theoretical models are different from those identified in both ''SmartSocial Dataset'' and ''Facebook-2011 Dataset,'' as it can be seen in Table 2 . [28] ): This network property is also called the local clustering coefficient because for a node in a graph it quantifies how close its neighbours are to be a clique (i.e., a complete graph) [28] , [35] . For example, for ''Facebook-2011 Dataset'' users with 100 friends, the average local clustering coefficient is 0.140, indicating that for a median ''Facebook-2011 Dataset'' user 14% of all his/her friend pairs are themselves friends [25] . It is not possible to directly compare the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' local clustering coefficient to the ''Facebook-2011 Dataset'' coefficient because we do not have information about the average value of the coefficient for all Facebook-2011 users. Additionally, time shift of 4 years between collecting Facebook data here plays a vital role due to the fact that the local clustering coefficient grows significantly with time (e.g., it multiplied for five times in the period 2008-2011 [25] ). However, it is interesting to conclude two facts here: (i) the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' local clustering coefficient is a significantly large with the value of 0.353, and (ii) the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' local clustering coefficient has a very similar value as the Small World theoretical network (0.322) and a significantly larger value than both Erdos-Renyi theoretical networks
Watts-Strogatz Clustering Coefficient (For Friendship Networks, the Watts-Strogatz Clustering Coefficient Measures the Cliquishness of a Typical Friendship Circle
Number of Strong Components; Size of the Largest Component (A connected component of the social network is a set of users for which each pair of users are connected by at least one path through the network [25] ): The largest connected component in the ''Facebook-2011 Dataset'' social network consists of 99.91% of the network and comprises 720.35 million Facebook users. The second-largest connected component in the same network has just over 2,000 Facebook users. From Table 2 we can again see that the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' social network has the biggest resemblance with the ''Facebook-2011 Dataset'' social network due to the fact that both networks have only one strong component which comprises (almost) 100% of users. Furthermore, there is a similarity with the Small World theoretical network as well from the perspective of the relative size of the largest component, but the Small World network has a higher number of strong components. Again, both Erdos-Renyi theoretical networks have significantly different characteristics.
Average Path Length; Diameter (Average path length is the average number of steps along the shortest paths for all possible pairs of users in a social network. The diameter of a social network is the longest shortest path between any pair of its users [36] ): In the 1960s, social psychologist Stanley Milgram conducted an experiment to solve the ''small world problem,'' which was defined as ''what is the probability that any two people, selected arbitrarily from a large population, such as that of the US, will know each other?''. Milgram found that the average path lengths between individuals were 5.2 (representing six hops -''six degrees of separation'') [37] .
Again, from Table 2 we can see a high-level of similarity between our real-world ''SmartSocial Dataset'' social network and Facebook's real-world ''Facebook-2011'' social network. In the SmartSocial network the average path length is 4.908, and in the Facebook-2011 network it is 4.7. The diameter of the whole SmartSocial network is 10, while the diameter of the almost whole (99.6% of users) Facebook-2011 network is 6. From the theoretical social networks perspective, the bipartite Erdos-Renyi is the most similar to real-world Facebook networks, followed by the Small World and (general) Erdos-Renyi social networks. It is interesting to note that the average path length in the Small World network is 14.626 , what approximately fits the logarithm value of the number of users in the social network (12.91) [34] .
Based on the analysis provided in this section, which included a comparison of multiple social network analysis metrics, we show that our ''SmartSocial Dataset'' is generic enough to be a representative dataset for the OSN. This is true because characteristics of the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' are very similar to characteristics of the ''Facebook-2011 Dataset'' and significantly different from characteristics describing randomly generated networks. Some similarities with the Small World theoretical social network exist because the Small World model captures some of the empirical phenomena.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the previous section, we have provided evidence for the representativeness of the ''SmartSocial Dataset''. In this section, we will use the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' to analyse VOLUME 6, 2018 the connection between various social and behavioural characteristics of Facebook users with Benford's Law as well as Dunbar's Number. We found that Facebook's features are aligned with the Benford's Law but redefine the way how Dunbar's Number is calculated.
A. FACEBOOK AND NATURAL LAWS: EVIDENCE FROM BENFORD'S LAW
We use three goodness-of-fit statistics to analyse whether specific data fits the Benford's Law or not: (i) KolmogorovSmirnov test; (ii) Pearson correlation; and (iii) Euclidean distance.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test is a hypothesis test procedure. Using the KS test, it is possible to determine if two samples of data are from the same distribution. The KS test is a non-parametric method, meaning that is entirely independent of what distributions of data are. A statistics used in the KS test is based on the maximum deviation of the empirical distribution of sample data points from the distribution expected under the null hypothesis, H 0 , that the two samples x and y come from the same underlying distribution:
where n is the length of sample x, m is the length of sample y, F n is the empirical distribution of the x values, F m is the empirical distribution of the y values and sup t is the supremum of the set of distances [32] , [38] , [39] . After the null hypothesis was designated, we searched for evidence that this hypothesis should be rejected and express this in terms of probability. If the probability of samples being from different distributions exceeds a confidence level, we demand the original hypothesis be rejected in favor of the alternative hypothesis, H 1 , that the two samples are from different distributions. When there are many observations in large datasets, the popular and widely used chi-square test frequently cannot be used because this test becomes very sensitive to small deviations. On the other hand, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic for trending distributions, like the Benford one, yields higher power in a goodness-of-fit test compared to the chisquared [40], [41] . We also used two distance-based measures. The first is the Pearson's coefficient of correlation ρ x,y between the expected and observed frequencies of the first digits. The measure is calculated as follows:
where cov(x, y) corresponds to the covariance of expected and observed first digit frequencies, while σ x and σ y are standard deviations of the expected and observed first digit frequencies [32] , [41] . The other distance-based measure we included is based on the Euclidean distance between the two distributions. The Euclidean distance is calculated as:
where e i is the observed frequency and b i is the frequency expected by Benford. Finally, the calculated value d is divided by the maximum possible distance so that the final score d * is bounded between zero and one [10] . We used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, Pearson correlation and Euclidean distance statistics to: (i) support Golbeck's [1] theory that Facebook's social features are aligned with the Benford's Law; and (ii) extend Golbeck's theory by showing that Facebook's behavioural features conform to the same law as well. Table 3 there is a confirmation for Golbeck's finding that the distribution of first significant digits (FSD) for the number of friends Facebook users have follows the Benford's Law. Please note that this analysis is based on the data about 1,826 core SmartSocial users, as only for them we have full information about their friends. From the table, we can see that the KS test provides even stronger evidence than the initial Golbeck's results (0.989 vs 0.9794), while Golbeck's correlation score was slightly higher than ours (0.9996 vs 0.835). Golbeck did not report the Euclidean distance statistics, which in our case equals to 0.043. Therefore, from the combination of three goodness-of-fit statistics, we can confirm that the distribution of FSD for the number of friends Facebook users have follows the Benford's Law. However, we did not just confirm Golbeck's finding but provided additional evidence that Facebook's social features are aligned with the Benford's Law. Due to fact that from the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' we can also get information about the number of mutual friends each core SmartSocial user has with each of his/her Facebook friends, we are able to test whether Benford's Law applies not only for (direct) friends, but for mutual friends as well. The distribution of FSD for number of mutual friends is presented in Fig. 12 , along with statistics in Table 3 . It can be seen that the distribution for number of Facebook mutual friends conforms to the Benford's Law even stronger than the distribution of Facebook friends. Second, in Table 4 and Table 5 there is an overview of goodness-of-fit statistics for Facebook's behavioural features. The difference between this two tables is in the granularity of observation. Table 4 gives a more general overview, as it aggregates the data about all social interactions we captured on Facebook Walls of 1,826 core SmartSocial users (as presented in Table 1 ) and groups it in three possible categories of social interaction: (i) posts; as well as (ii) comments and (iii) likes on those posts. Table 5 provides more detailed insights into each of three possible social interaction categories by further dividing the interaction in four possible types, according to the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' description in Section III.B and data provided in Table 1 .
First, in
It can be seen that Facebook user behaviour fits Benford's Law as well. Two categories of user interaction -posts and likes -have extremely strong support in goodness-of-fit statistics with KS scores of 0.990, correlation scores of 0.996 and 0.999 (respectively) and Euclidean scores of 0.021 and 0.008 (respectively). These results are also coherent if we break down interaction types in four available types. The third user interaction category -comments -has a slightly lower, but still very high, support in goodness-of-fit statistics with KS scores of 0.730, correlation score of 0.997 and Euclidean score of 0.021. Distribution of FSD for various social network interactions is presented in Fig. 13 , while Fig. 14 provides more detailed insights into ''Like'' interaction. Therefore, we confirmed Golbeck's theory that Facebook's social features are aligned with the Benford's Law (and extended it to be valid not only for (direct) friends, but mutual friends as well) as well as extended Golbeck's theory by showing that Facebook's behavioural features conform to the same law as well.
B. FACEBOOK AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL LAWS: EVIDENCE FROM DUNBAR'S NUMBER
During the SmartSocial experiment, Facebook users were asked to classify their friends into three subgroups: (i) close friends; (ii) friends, and (iii) acquaintances. As the result of experiment two ''SmartSocial Social Circles'' -''close friends'' and ''friends'' (i.e., circles X and Y from Fig. 2 ) -were identified. The third circle ''acquaintances'' could not be fully identified because SmartSocial Facebook users had too many friends in their friends list to classify all of them manually during the survey.
The average number of Facebook friends in the first circle (i.e., ''close friends'') was 8.30 and the median was 8.00. In the second social circle (i.e., ''friends'') the mean was 19.49 and the median was 20.00. Distributions of Facebook friends in social circles are shown in Fig. 15 . When comparing these values with the Dunbar's social circles [2] , [13] - [15] , it is clear that people today have more individuals in social circles because of worldwide penetration of Internet and OSNs, as well as the availability of smartphones. Therefore, we confirmed Wellman's theory [3] , [18] , [19] that people who regularly use Facebook changed the limits defined by the Dunbar's Number.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper contributes to the current state-of-the-art in the three ways. First, it extends the Golbeck's theory that Facebook's social features are aligned with the Benford's Law by showing that Facebook's behavioural features conform to the same law as well. We have demonstrated that not only distributions of first significant digits for friends and mutual friends has strong goodnes-of-fit statistics with regards to the distribution defined by the Benford's Law, but that the distribution of first significant digits for various Facebook social network interactions (i.e., posts, likes, comments) has strong goodnes-of-fit statistics with regards to the distribution defined by the Benford's Law as well. Second, this paper confirms Wellman's theory that people who regularly use Facebook change the limits defined by the Dunbar's Number. While Dunbar limited the number of close friends to 5 and friends to 15, we have found that Facebook users have on average 8 close friends and 20 friends. Third, the paper extends the experimental Facebook dataset portfolio with the ''SmartSocial Dataset,'' the rich dataset describing 1,826 Facebook users. We have performed a detailed analysis of (i) descriptive and (ii) network characteristics of the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' to provide evidence for its representativeness.
Facebook datasets are a very valuable resource because analysis of those datasets can provide scientists with evidence for their theories and business practitioners with insights for making financial or strategic decisions [42] , [43] . However, the considerable challenge is to determine whether collected Facebook datasets are representative or they deviate from regular patterns. This paper provides guidelines for validation of experimental Facebook datasets based on statistical and social network analysis. Moreover, we are extending these two traditional approaches with providing original insights about the relationship between experimental Facebook dataset characteristics and Benford's Law as well as Dunbar's Number, what can be used as an additional indication whether there is serious sampling problem with the collected Facebook dataset.
Presented results have some limitations, which are based in the way how Facebook data was collected. Namely, although the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' is balanced from the gender perspective and includes users born from 1950 to 2002, an average ''SmartSocial Dataset'' user is 24 years old and lives in Croatia or neighbouring countries. Therefore, before one can fully generalise conclusions presented in this paper to all Facebook users, the analysis on older and/or non-European Facebook users should be performed. This can be done by employing the methodology presented in the paper on a new Facebook dataset which is focused on older and nonEuropean Facebook users.
For future work, we plan to further analyse the ''SmartSocial Dataset'' in order to get insights about more complex interactions among Facebook users (e.g., sending direct messages through the Facebook Messanger). Furthermore, we plan to use data about the ''SmartSocial Social Network,'' and especially rich data about core SmartSocial users, to build machine learning models which could predict the categorization of Facebook users in social circles.
APPENDIX SMARTSOCIAL DATASET
''SmartSocial Dataset'' expands the experimental Facebook dataset portfolio as it is available online (http://sociallab. science/datasets) for download and usage by scientists and business practitioners under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0). There are two datasets available for download:
• ''SmartSocial Dataset Core;'' • ''SmartSocial Dataset Network.'' ''SmartSocial Dataset Core''
The spreadsheet consists of 18 sheets, which are in more details described in the table below.
''SmartSocial Dataset Network'' The ''SmartSocial Dataset Network'' contains four Pajek NET files:
• Bipartite undirected Erdos-Renyi random network;
• Simple Erdős-Rényi random network;
• Small World random network; • SmartSocial network; and one CSV file (SmartSocial Network Degree Distribution). Pajek files 2 are text files, where the list of edges follows the list of nodes. Pajek NET file is supported by majority of social network analysis software and tools, including Pajek, Gephi, NodeXL and NetworkX.
